Good Morning & a happy Sunday to you all,
Yes, sorry …. I was getting bored with the newsletter
layout again, so let’s just see how this one works out,
for today at least.
I really need to spend a whole day playing around
with it until I get it just right, but the problem is that
every week the number of images I have to preview
varies so I can’t use a set format….!
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Sunday, September 23, 2018

Image 1: The final full week of this current paper
collection coming up with just a few rolling over until
the following week. I can hardly wait to show you the
new one; I think you are going love it!
Image 2: I wasn’t sure what to do with this image so
it has been in the resource file for a long time, but
then it struck me that it would make a beautiful get
well card, so I finally got around to working with it.
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Here I have created the oval decoupage format that
you seem to like & I have added a couple of banner
greetings to the sheet, plus a mini image for you to
use on the insert or back of the card.
Images 3, 4 & 5: The second in this little series I
created from the individual flowers from other
decoupages, & this one is obviously the daisy type.
So a full sheet decoupage, a full sheet backing paper
& the matching C6 envelope, & if you print the
envelope out twice you can easily make two cards
from this trio.
Image 6: I have loads of images similar to this in my
resource files but haven’t had the inspiration to use
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them up to now. But I wasn’t thinking outside of the
box….. if I shrunk it down to cover the front of an A6 card
it would look far better than a piece cut from a full sheet,
so that is what I did. Incidentally it is the music sheet for A
Christmas Carol, & I can do more of them if you like this
one.
Image 7: The penultimate Halloween sheet I did for this
year, as I have mentioned previously we don’t really send
Halloween cards here in the UK so the fact that my source
images are very meager hasn’t really been a problem, but
I know it is big in the USA so I may try & find soe new
images ready for next year?
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Image 8: A lovely vintage Santa image for you now that I
simply spent time creating decoupage layers from for you
to use.
Image 9: Another card kit format from the ‘mouth
watering card kits & toppers’ file, & I thought I would do
something bit different with this one so decoupaged both
images.
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Image 10: A backing paper that was designed to
accompany the ‘vintage office’ toppers & stuff that I have
been uploading for you recently.
Image 11: More backgrounds for the vintage office sheets
now, but as with the Christmas Carol sheet I have
designed these to fit an A6 card front.
Image 12: The bonus sheet for this morning is the final
Halloween sheet for this year, a bunch of toppers to finish
off your spooky designs with!

Rita x

